
NPW 575 NPW 500 PW 500 PW 200

Max Speed (vpm)  

8 Point 80 80 80 30

12 Point 120 120 120 45

Sealing 
Technology

3 Spinning Rollers 3 Spinning Rollers 3 Spinning Rollers 3 Spinning Rollers

Hopper System Gravity Fed Vibratory Mechanical Mechanical n/a

Seal Size 11-32 mm 11-32 mm 11-32 mm 8-32

Seal Style All Standard Serum All Standard Serum All Standard Serum All Standard Serum

Vial Diameter

8 Point 12.7-88.9 mm 12.7-88.9 mm 12.7-88.9 mm 12.7-88.9 mm

12 Point 12.7-59 mm 0.5-59 mm 0.5-59 mm 0.5-59 mm

Vial Height 29.97-215.90 mm 29.97-266.70 mm 29.97-266.70 mm 29.97-266.70 mm

Construction Stainless Steel Skin Stainless Steel Skin Stainless Steel / 
Painted Aluminum

Stainless Steel / 
Painted Aluminum

Control System Electro Mechanical Electro Mechanical Electro Mechanical Electro Mechanical

Vial Infeed Sensor Optional Optional Optional n/a

Jam Control 
Sensor

Optional Optional Optional Optional

The PW Westcapper Product MatrixThe PW Westcapper
The Genesis PW series cappers use three spinning rollers to seal vials tight. Two of the 

rollers provide the initial crimp of the seal while the third acts as a “finisher” to tuck the 

metal neatly under the vial flange.

Bottom spring pressure controls the stopper pre-compression and is fully adjustable for wide ranges of stopper sizes 

and durometers. With the addition of Capper Optimization and the Validation Support Data Package, Genesis makes a 

commitment to provide technical expertise and customer support before, during and after the sale.

The Details
The Genesis PW Westcapper is a fully automated capper using 3 spinning rollers as the sealing mechanism. The 

hoppering system uses a gravity fed vibratory bowl or a mechanical bowl depending on the model selected. As the 

starwheel indexes, the stoppered vials pass under the cap feed, pick a cap and vials progress to the sealing area. The 

adjustable spring loaded vial rest and a fixed pressure block compress the stopper while the skirt of the cap is 

reformed under the locking finish of the vial. The three spinning rollers roll the skirt into place. The starwheel now 

indexes the vial onto the discharge conveyor. Vial flow is from left to right. Rolling casters are standard, with stationary 

legs available as an option. Depending on the model and vial size, the PW capper has a maximum variable speed of 120 

vials per minute. The OSHA compliant safety enclosure is wired to alarm and shut down the capper whenever it is 

opened during operation.

Service
Genesis stands by our products and will have a service technician onsite within 24 hours of your call to diagnose and 

solve any issues or problems that may arise with the operation of your capper. 

We also offer a number of annual service options as well as upgrades for your capper including partial rebuilds which 

replace parts subject to wear which are directly related to the sealing process. Partial rebuilds are performed at the 

customers’ site and usually require less than three days to complete.

Optional Equipment
Options available for the PW Westcapper include PLC Controls for the NPW models, Capper Optimization, Missing 

Stopper Detection (which uses a sensor mounted on the indeed conveyor to stop the machine if a vial passes with a 

missing stopper), Integration as well as a Validation Support Package.

For more information as well as images and video please visit our website at www.gen-techno.com.



 PW Westcappers™

Genesis Packaging Technologies is a worldwide leader in the science and technology of parenteral vial sealing.  We 

provide the best capping equipment in the world and we offer both the global service and technical support to 

back it up.  Offering our customers the tools and knowledge to consistently achieve container closure integrity 

remains our priority. To that end, Genesis also manufactures a specialized instrument to test a key attribute of the 

sealed parenteral vial: residual seal force.  Not only do we provide the equipment to generate residual seal force 

data but Genesis provides the knowledge on just how to use that data to help create process parameters that 

consistently deliver integral seals.

In our commitment to further the understanding of the science of container closure integrity, Genesis has created 

an invaluable resource by assembling a team of industry experts. This consortium of pharmaceutical packaging elite 

is known as Genesis Technical Advisors.  Because of its unique multi-dimensional discipline this premier group of 

experts provides training and consulting services to the entire industry.

 

Genesis is the successor company to The West Company Machinery Systems Division, which it purchased in 1996. 

The company has manufactured serum vial capping equipment since 1946. During this period, well over 1500 pieces 

of equipment have been installed worldwide in pharmaceutical, veterinary, diagnostic and biotech facilities. Genesis 

continues to service and maintain this equipment.

Genesis Packaging Technologies 435 Creamery Way Suite 100 Exton PA 19341 USA
TEL: 800 552 9980 E-MAIL: info@gen-techno.com WEB: www.gen-techno.com

Not Just Cappers
For the better part of a century Genesis Packaging Technologies has been at the forefront of sealing technology.  

Providing the pharmaceutical industry with parenteral vial sealing solutions is what we do. And nobody does it 

better. Nobody.

Genesis brings to the table much more than the time-honored Westcapper sealing technology. We bring a 

complete understanding of the parenteral package itself.  Our technical experts maintain long-standing relationships 

with parenteral package component manufacturers. We know the vial package. Our expertise in the science of 

sealing is deep-rooted and so is our commitment to seal integrity.

Whether adapting to the dynamic climate of worldwide regulatory change or providing equipment for small scale 

production, Genesis maintains its primary focus: provide the highest quality integral over sealing equipment in      

the world.

At Genesis we go beyond the mechanical aspects of the Westcapper. From in-depth seal integrity training to 

machine optimization; from stopper compression analysis to residual seal force testing, Genesis offers a unique 

comprehensive range of educational and analytical tools to insure the highest quality over sealing available.

We’re more than just cappers.  We’re the whole package.

From the Leader in Seal Integrity


